H. Figure S1 . An example showing the online analysis of KWMTBOMO08141 in SGID. A is a snapshot of the search result for "transient receptor". The result page lists correlated gene followed by links to gene details, genome browser, gene ontology and pathway, transcriptional analysis, epigenomic signal visualization, protein structure and population genetics analysis results. B is a snapshot of the gene detail page. Subcellular location of the gene is colored in red in a diagram following the basic information. C is the "summary" and "Ontology" parts in the detail page. D is a snapshot of the topology prediction in SGID. E is a CLR analysis figure generated by SGID genome browser with KWMTBOMO08141 marked by a focus bar colored in red. F is the expression of the gene in different tissues (PRJNA284192). M, male. F, female. Br, brain. ASG, 
